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Whitening for Life Program

Welcome to Dr Nickoles’ “Whitening for Life” program. We are proud to have you as a patient
in our office and are pleased to offer our patients this outstanding program at a one-time fee
of $199.00. This program is a reward program for our patients who are diligent with their
continuing dental care. The way our “Whitening for Life” program works is easy and is as
follows:

1) Come to our office for a comprehensive exam, cleaning, and necessary x-rays. We will determine
the type of cleaning needed based on periodontal health.

2) Once all of the above have been completed, impressions will be taken for custom fitting whitening
trays. You will be contacted as soon as the trays are fabricated.

3) Once trays are complete, detailed instructions will be given on how to apply the whitening gel
properly.

4) Appointments must be made at 6-month intervals from initial date for regular recare exams to
maintain dental health.

5) At each of your following 6 month cleaning appointments, more whitening gel will be given to you
to keep your smile white. The limit is 5 grams every 6 months; a little goes a long way. Extra can be
kept fresh in the refrigerator.

6) If the 6-month recare appointment must be cancelled for any circumstance, it must be reappointed
within 2 weeks of the 6-month date.

7) If the recare visit is completely missed or not rescheduled within the allotted amount of time, the
“Whitening for Life” reward program ends and whitening gel will need to be purchased at current
office price.

8) If you find you need additional gel before your next cleaning appointment, you may purchase as
many additional 5 grams as needed at current office prices.

I have read and understand the above rules for the “Whitening for Life” reward program.

Patient: <<patient_full_name>> Date: <<db_date>>

Signature:


